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Abstract: This paper represents the focus on developing efficient algorithms that reduce the opera-
tions required to be employed in order to obtain complex surfaces milling finishing toolpaths for the
three axis NC (Numerical Control) machine within the reverse engineering chain of processes. Direct
machining is the process of generating efficient toolpaths directly from the digitized data, meaning
the point cloud. The entire research is focused on determining the mathematical calculus able to
interpret the data collected through the contact/noncontact 3D scanning process. In this direction,
two algorithms were developed to generate ball-end mill finishing toolpaths for freeform surfaces
using ordered/unordered point clouds. Practical work that validates author’s employed algorithms
of obtaining finishing milling toolpaths uses the point cloud stored from the 3D scanning process in
matrix found in ASCII files, which makes data interpreting easy.

Keywords: mathematics curves; reverse engineering; 3d scanning; point cloud; milling; toolpaths

1. Introduction

The computer aided design/computer aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) approach
regarding the reverse engineering process implies the duplication of a piece during the
process chain: digitization-CAD modeling-CNC machinery [1–4]. Having wide spread
in many industry fields according to [5–7], this technique has proven to be justified and
necessary in reconstructing the parts, in many situations due to the lack of documentation
of the initial execution drawings and/or necessity for the part to be modified/scaled.
Parameters of the machining process, reconstruction using CAD software or even practical
implantation of different working methods are presented in the literature regarding the
computer numerical controlled machines combined with the computer aided design do-
main [8–11]. The approach described in the current paper is related to the process that is
used to acquire the 3D data of a surface in the shape of a point cloud, where each point has
individual values in the XYZ Cartesian space, this process being known as digitization or
3D scan [12]. The 3D scanning process result, the point cloud, represent in detail the entire
topology (shape) of the physical part. The digitization/3D scan can be performed with
two types of equipment, with or without contact [13,14]. Depending on the 3D scanning
equipment, available on the market, which can be operated mechanically or manually, the
results of the 3D scanning process from a dispersion point of view are:

• Uniform or ordered digitized data—information data is obtained by 3D scanning of a
surface by using coordinate measuring machines (CMM) [15].

• Irregular or unordered digitized data—information data is obtained by scanning of a
surface by using the 3D laser scanning method [16].

As mentioned above, the results of a 3D scanning process with contact or by using one
laser system consists in one set of point clouds. As compared to the 3D scanning method
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with contact (by CMM), where points are disposed uniform and ordered in close correlation
to the scanning trajectory, in case when a laser system is used for 3D scanning the set of
point clouds that is collected could be unordered in close correlation to the performances
and characteristics of 3D scanning equipment or strategy that is selected to be used for
scanning the surface. The first step to be taken during the digitization process is to establish
a scanning strategy. According to [5] the parameters that represent the grounds of defining
the scanning strategy are:

• Selecting the proper scanning technique.
• Preparing the piece that is about to be scanned.

Each of the processes specific to the CAD modeling part of the reverse engineering
chain requires time and resources, generating specific errors that lead to issues of geo-
metrical inconsistencies between the existing part and the resulted CAD model [17,18]. A
solution to minimize the time, the consumed resources and the eventual errors would be
to generate processing paths based on the data obtained during the digitization process
of that point cloud, thus eliminating the CAD modeling operations, and the generation
of the triangulation and of the surface, according to [19–21]. The pioneers of this way of
processing complex surfaces presented their outstanding research by a turning direction
and reported it in the paper prepared by [22]. By analyzing the existent work, using exist-
ing approaches presented in the literature previous works related to the determining the
parameters and the generating module of processing in the 3-axis milling toolpath [23–29],
the authors determined the coordinates of a relevant improved methodology domain. The
entire theoretic model was elaborated after an attentive analysis of the actual trends, which
were identified in the field of direct machining, as they are presented by the literature.
The Z-map used to determine the automatic generation of NC cutter path of data points
that are obtained by scanning [30] and the generating the trajectories of the cutting tools
based on offset type are two of the most used methods that are used for generating the
surfaces to be machined using measured data [31]. In [32] one very interesting method used
for generating the trajectories of machining surfaces with CNC (computerized numerical
control) technologies based on iso-planar surfaces to be machined using spherical cutting
tools starting from scanned point cloud data is given. In the literature there are presented
also various tools geometry that are used in practice, ball-end or toroidal cutters, for which
the toolpaths generations processes are described. Such as constant scallop-height tool path
generation for three-axis, milling tools of spherical surfaces, machined surfaces by ball-end
milling or even tool-paths generation from massive point cloud data [33–36]. Thus, the
most frequently used milling tool for the fabrication process of complex surfaces, using the
processing trajectories generated by the point cloud, has a spherical geometry and it is the
most used processing technique [37–40].

The current paper research is focused on developing a mathematical algorithm that
can generate machining toolpaths for different cutters geometry using different input
3D data. In this approach it is aimed to develop defining of mathematical algorithms of
calculus, which leads to the simplifying of trajectories process generating for the CNC
milling process in 3 axes using the 3D scanning method. In this mode errors that occur in the
CAD process of approximating the surfaces used for physical part topology approximating
are eliminated. Based on the data obtained from the 3D scanning process of the complex
surfaces, this paper presents a methodology to generate the processing trajectories of the
finishing technological process using the digitized ordered/unordered 3D data.

2. Mathematical Methodology

The calculation and generation of the processing trajectories were achieved directly on
the point cloud, thus eliminating the CAD modeling operations of the reverse engineering
process, allowing to obtain and avoid of possible errors, which can be induced by CAD
processing. It is to be mentioned that all CAD software programs are using macros in the
process of 3D surfaces and mesh generating. All these processing macros approximates
the 3D surface and mesh and induce errors. The entry data, representing the grounds of
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applying this theoretic model, can be digitized data, the uniform point cloud, within which
the points are uniformly distributed, and the unordered points. The calculation algorithms
of the manufacturing toolpaths were established so there will be no restrictions regarding
the number of acquisition points, if there is a minimum number of points that define the
correct topology of the complex surface.

Being a successive step of the roughing process, the reference point, “zero part”,
established during the development of the roughing process is used as a starting point
with respect to the generation of the milling finishing toolpaths. Due to the geometry of the
complex surfaces, the calculation methodology of the finishing milling toolpaths, Figure 1,
was established for spherical profile milling cutters having no constraint on their diameter.
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Figure 1. Methodology for generating finishing toolpaths using ordered point cloud.

2.1. Ordered Point Cloud

Calculating the trajectories of finishing the processing is based on selecting a point
cloud with plans parallel to xOz, for a fixed y. The matrix of points coordinates obtained
ordered during scanning has growing values of the Ox respectively Oy axes. Knowing the
values of the distances between the scanning trajectories, a sectioning plan was generated
for each one of these, as follows:

For each y = yp = ymin + p∆y fixed we have, in a parallel plan with xOz, points from
the matrix noted with

Pm(xm, y, zm) (1)

where,
x ∈ [xm, xm+1]

Projected on the xOz plans, the points Pm determine a polygonal line (Figure 2) where,

• p is a whole within 0 and the noted sections number;
• m has values from 1 to nps;
• nps is the number of points in the section.
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Figure 2. The resulting profile curve based on the scanned points.

For each segment [Pm, Pm+1], the equation in projection on the xOz plan is

z = zm +
zm+1 − zm

xm+1 − xm
(x− xm) (2)

The calculation and generation method were presented previously and were realized
on the profile curve of the surface obtained by the points that form the cloud. The distance
between the trajectories of finishing processing was made by the distance between the
trajectory lines of the contact scanning process. For determining the finishing trajectories,
it was chosen a sectioning with parallel plans with xOz for a fixed y. The distance between
the finishing trajectories is given by the distance by the scanning lines. The matrix of the
point coordinates, which was ordered and obtained at the scanning has growing values on
the Ox respectively Oy axis.

The finishing methodology has been applied differently for the ordered point cloud
versus the unordered one, as follows:

• Cloud segmentation: a section in the xOz plan was made where the y was fixed;
• The offset curve: based on the points belonging to each section, the results from the

previous step was calculated for each individual offset curve on an r distance—the
cutter radius based on the bend profile radius/c. The toolpath was obtained based on
the offset curve, which contains the CL-cutter location point.

For each section at an r distance, representing the radius of the spherical milling type
cutting tool, authors determined the offset curve of the resulted profile from digitized points
for identifying the center of the milling cutter in order to generate the trajectory of the finishing
processing. Figure 3 presents how to generate an offset curve using digitized data.
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Whereas the notations in the Figure 3, the curve were generated as following:
For m = 1, nps − 1 were determined the points:
Cm = (xc,m, zc,m) is located on a line perpendicular on the segment [Pm, Pm+1] at the r

distance from this segment increasingly in the direction of the Oz axis.
The direct vector of the segment [Pm, Pm+1] was determined in the xOz plan, using:

→
vm = (∆x)

→
i + (zm+1 − zm)

→
j (3)

The direct vector of the segment [Pm,Cm] has been calculated using formula:

→
v∗m = −(zm+1 − zm)

→
i + (∆x)

→
j (4)

and its length using formula:∣∣∣∣→v∗m∣∣∣∣ = √(∆x)2 + (zm+1 − zm)
2 (5)

The coordinates (xC,m, zC,m) are given by:
xC,m = xm + r−(zm+1−zm)∣∣∣∣→v∗m∣∣∣∣

zC,m = zm + r ∆x∣∣∣∣→v∗m∣∣∣∣
(6)

The offset point, C∗m = (x∗C,m, z∗C,m) corresponding to Pm, m > 1 was calculated by
intersecting the lines which pass through the points Cm−1 and Cm and have as direct vectors
(Figure 4)

→
vm−1, respectively

→
vm, representing the solutions of the system.{
z = zC,m−1 +

zm−zm−1
∆x (x− xC,m−1)

z = zC,m + zm+1−zm
∆x (x− xC,m)

(7)

• if zC,m − zC,m−1 6= zC,m+1 − zC,m, then the points are not collinear
• if zC,m − zC,m−1 = zC,m+1 − zC,m, then C*

m = Cm
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Condition—In this step a calculation was performed for each section plan, which
numerically determines the radius. This calculation has the role to identify, whereas the
diameter of the mill used to perform the technological finishing operation is concerned, the
radius areas of the profile resulted by using the digitized points regarding the validation
of the mill in order not to chip below the level of the profile curve of the complex surface.
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Using the general calculation formula for the radius of curvature, the calculation algorithm
and generating the trajectories of the finishing operation, the derivatives were replaced
with finite differences.

Thus, for a constant x and a fixed y, be the Pm(x, ym, zm) and K radius in the (xm, zm)
point was calculated using the earlier mentioned equation, for calculating the radius, where
∆x = h = xm+1 − xm, where m ≥ 2 and m ≤ nps − 1. In the Pm point, for m = 2, nps − 1
was calculated using the formula:

Km =

∣∣∣∣ zm+1−2zm+zm−1

(∆x)2

∣∣∣∣”(√
1 +

(
zm+1−zm−1

∆x

)2
)3 (8)

• if Km ≥ 1
r for m = 2, nps − 1 then it leads to determining the offset curve, contrary, it

resumes so the condition Km ≥ 1
r be verified for m = 2, nps − 1

The curve calculation presented above, in which y is fixed, was generated also in the
case of the Oy direction. Thus, it could be elaborated within the calculation of the trajectory
of the finishing processing for an ordered point cloud, by calculating the curve in the case
x is fixed for validating the cutting mill and not affect the profile of the complex surface.

The calculation formula for a fixed x is:

Km =

∣∣∣∣ zm+1−2zm+zm−1

(∆y)2

∣∣∣∣”(√
1 +

(
zm+1−zm

∆y

)2
)3 (9)

2.2. Unordered Cloud Points

In case of the unordered cloud points, control points were established by using the
following algorithm:

• Dividing the machined area into 0.2 mm side squares (Figure 5), the intersection of
each of the squares’ diagonals was considered a control point for the Bezier curve.

• It was verified that in the set of points within the square there is a point, which
coincides with the intersection of the diagonals: if there is, it becomes a control point;
if there is not, the Z coordinate of the intersection of the diagonals was determined
using all the points belonging to the cloud point, which can be found in a 5 × 5 matrix
centered on the square for which the z coordinate was determined.
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In detailing the previous explanation, the finishing trajectories were generated by
following the next steps:
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1. Filtering the point cloud: was made by using some rectangles, which contain the
points of the cloud projected on the xOy plan. Generating the rectangles was per-
formed starting at the reference point of the unordered point cloud, so the center of
the first generated rectangle will coincide with the reference point. It was established
within this stage that the distance between the centers of the rectangles be 0.1 mm
on the Ox axis, and the value on the Oy axis between the processing trajectories be
defined by the user.

2. Establishing the points of the future path (trajectory): in the case of a rectangle there
are no points belonging to the initial cloud, which can coincide with its center, so
they were calculated according to other twenty five rectangles around it, using the
arithmetic average of the values on the Z axis.

3. The trajectory of the tool: based on the data previously obtained, identifying the
points, which belong to the cloud and which coincide with the center of the rectangle
was obtained an ordered point cloud above which will be applied the algorithm of
the ordered point cloud.

Since the unordered point cloud is made from randomly displaced points, because
of the multiple passes or invariable speed during the scanning process, it was opted for a
processing of all the points within the unordered cloud. This processing was performed
during the mathematical algorithm, with the help of some rectangles that contain the cloud
points and were projected on the xOy plan. Generating the rectangles was performed
starting from the reference point of the unordered cloud point, so that the center of the first
generated rectangle will coincide with the reference point.

Processing complex surfaces on three-axis machine tools with CNC (Computer Nu-
merical Control) implies using the cutting tools for spherical drill during the finishing
process, due to their topology. Thus, it was established during this methodology that the
distance between the centers of the rectangle be 0.1 mm on the Ox axis, and the value on
the Oy axis between the processing trajectories be determined by the user. To perform the
calculation of the points that belong to the external rectangles of the surface area, based
on identifying the minimum and maximum points, a double approach was performed on
the entire surface of the projected points. In this direction the value of each point on Z of
the center belonging to each rectangle was calculated according to the other twenty-five
rectangles around it, including it using the arithmetic average of the values on this axis.

There is a possibility that the center of a rectangle will not be any point of the cloud,
which has a projection in the xOy plan. In this direction, to have points based on which
will be generated finishing trajectories it was established a point that has a projection in the
center of the rectangle using the conditions:

• The value on the Z axis was equal with the arithmetic average of the values on this
axis of the points from the surrounding rectangles.

• The values corresponding to the X and Y axis will be the ones that define the respec-
tively center of the rectangle.

3. Practical Validation of the Methodology

The technological process for the finishing processing was performed by using a
mill tool of spherical geometrical shape due to the topology of the complex surface. The
finishing trajectories (Figure 6) related to the finishing technological process and resulted
on the grounds of the ordered cloud were generated by using the offset type of curve.
Its calculation and generation method were presented earlier and was performed on the
profile curve of the given surface through the composing points of the clouds.
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The presented research in this paper shows the capability of the developed mathe-
matical algorithms to generate finishing milling toolpaths for different type of digitized
data input and different milling geometry cutters, as the ones shown in Figure 7, that can
be used for different types of machining processes. It is to be mentioned that the end mill
tool was used in the roughing milling process and the ball-nose geometry for the finishing
milling process, Figure 8.
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Technical characteristics of the spherical milling and end milling tools and their
performances that can be reached in the cutting process are given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Technical characteristics of the cutting milling tools used in the machining process.

Parameter Ball-Nose Milling Tool End Milling Tool

Sphere radius (mm) 4 -
Diameter (mm) - 4
Teeth number 2 2

Cutting speed—vc (m/min) 300 120
Feed per tooth (mm/tooth) 0.057 0.036

Feed speed (mm/min) 2730 690
Rotational speed (rot/min) 23,900 9550

According to the methodology, whereas the ordered point cloud is concerned, the dis-
tance between the trajectories of the finishing processing is given by the distance between
the scanning trajectories. The algorithm resulted with the help of the mathematical tool
will provide for each of these sectioning plans a color to easily identify the areas where
the processing trajectories will be generated. After processing all the data and process-
ing the 3 axis finishing milling toolpaths, Figures 8a and 9a with the help of a software
utility application of mathematics the NC files generated were transferred into the 3 Axis
Vertical Milling Centre, Challenger 2418. Using this type of numerical control milling
center were machined, Figure 8b roughing/Figure 8c finishing and Figure 9b roughing/
Figure 9c finishing, the freeform complex surfaces parts based on the ordered and un-
ordered input data.
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In order to validate the proposed methodology, the machined surfaces of the parts by
the milling cutting process were measured using the Werth ScopeCheck MB equipment.
The comparative analysis result between generated surfaces using the algorithm presented
in the current paper and the measured surfaces are shown in Figures 10 and 11. In Figure 10
the analysis of the part obtained using non-contact, laser 3D scanning method (unordered
point cloud) is presented and in Figure 11 the analysis of the part obtained using contact
3D scanning (ordered point cloud) method is presented. The differences between the
values of accuracy obtained within the two analyses were caused by the total number
of the constitutive points of digitized data. In the case of 3D contact scanning (ordered
point cloud), there are a smaller number of points collected as compared to the 3D laser
scanning (unordered point cloud) due to the fact when using 3D laser scanning there are
no predefined scanning trajectories like in the case of 3D contact scanning.
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By analyzing the obtained results, the large scale of the analyzed surface fits into an
acceptable error scale reached there were in the admissible tolerance limits, the mathemati-
cal algorithm that was used for generating the paths of machining proving that the method
developed by the authors was reliable for this type of machining process. Deviation analy-
sis is the result of a manual overlapping of the measured data; it is not performed in an
automated manner. In this sense, the deviation error it is to be considered the consequence
of the manual overlapping of the data within the CAD analysis software.

The dimensional deviations appeared and presented in Figures 10 and 11 are the
consequence of using CAD software dedicated for validation of 3D scanned surfaces. It
can be seen in Figures 10 and 11 that on the fixing contour, the algorithm for interpreting
the 3D scanned points of the CAD software presents a certain error due to manual overlap
of the reference model and the one resulted through the one reached using the algorithm
for generating the toolpaths for finishing milling operation developed within this paper.
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4. Conclusions

The direct milling process using digitized data as input information instead of the
3D model, mesh or surface aims to generate toolpaths in order to eliminate the possible
errors that appear in the CAD modeling phase as part of requirements engineering chain
of processes. The finishing processing trajectories that were obtained, according to the
methodology employed and described by the authors are the result of the offset curves
obtained once the employed calculation algorithm was applied. In order to validate the
theoretical aspects, the authors have used for practical validation a freeform surface of a
master part that contains cusps and even a caldera and without snags due to three axis
milling process on which the authors were focusing. Graphical representation of a complex
surfaces through a 3D point cloud is the graph of a function of two variables, z = f (x,y). The
construction of computing mathematical algorithms underlying theoretical model was per-
formed by using a software utility application of mathematics, Mathematica Wolfram. The
files containing the 3D ordered point cloud used within the authors proposed methodology
was composed in 47,817 points, and the unordered point cloud files had 196,057 points.
The numerical command file that was generated to complete the technological finishing
operation was constructed using G commands corresponding to certain operations and
auxiliary functions, and the M commands according to the ISO 6983 standard. According
to the present work it was demonstrated that the entire work of the authors was eligible
and relevant for the direct machining process of complex surfaces (machined on three axis
NC machine tools). To expend the research as future work, the authors intend to use the
presented methodology on a larger amount of digitized data. The present work describes
the developing of mathematical algorithms in the context of milling toolpaths generation
process using as support the information gathered from a wide use technique known as 3D
scanning. The input data represents the physical part in the 3D virtual working space under
the shape of a point cloud. The entire mathematical algorithms presented in the current
research can be used, as demonstrated in practice, for two different input data of point
cloud and also different milling cutting tools geometry. The novel element that current
research highlights is represented by the fact that there is no limitation regarding the total
constituent number of a point cloud, digitized data, even in the case when different tools
geometry and dimensions are used in the cutting process.
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